FESTIVAL „NA HLAVU“ – „ON HEAD“

In the Prague cinema Světozor will be held the first year of the film festival “Na hlavu – On Head” from April 20 to 23rd. It will offer unusual combination of well-known films screenings with lectures, films will be presented in a new light. The audience will see cult films like Trainspotting or Amadeus through the lens of mental health and illness. The festival focuses on the theme of mental illness is very timely – because this kind of health problems may involve up to a quarter of the population

www.festivalnahlavu.cz
https://www.facebook.com/festivalnahlavu/?fref=ts

The festival will bring a rich accompanying program in the form of workshops and seminars. Topics cover memory and mental health, behavioral economics, sexology and mindfulness for children.

Professor Höschl open officially the Festival and launch the new book of authors from NUDZ “BRAIN AND HIS PEOPLE, MIND and her illness.” Swe cordially invited you on the opening evening with a lecture of prof. Höschl about the creation of a mental health and screening of the film Amadeus on 20.4. at 19:00, in cinema Světozor.

Jiří Pasz, Researcher
jiri.pasz@nudz.cz

MEDIČ 2017

At hospital in Tábor was held traditional events Medic 2017 from 31.3. to 2.4. 2017. The event was attended by 19 teams from the Czech and Slovak faculties of medicine, our team was composed: Tereza Venclová, Anna-Marie Rappová, Michaela Hrudová, Kristina Hašplová and Michaela Kašparová (all 5th year of study) placed at 13th. The second team was composed: Jan Mares, Kristýna Rohličková, Pavel and Ivana Miková Lukášková and overall we collected 77% of the points and finished in 12th place out of 19 teams. The organizers of the event enabled to all of us to try new things (on the model of endoscopy, laparoscopic skills, fixation of fractures and simulating the birth of the newborn baby with resuscitation), In the teamwork we suggested solutions of case studies from infektodermatologie, liquorologie and radiologists. Each of us got a voucher for a paid internship in South Bohemian hospitals. Throughout the event the organizing team was very friendly and they prepared a rich program and a very congenial atmosphere.

Tereza Venclová and Tomáš Herma
Students of 3rd FM CU

TRIAL ACCESS TO ALL ELECTRONIC JOURNALS AND BOOKS SERIES OF EMERALD

Charles University has the opportunity to test the offer from publisher Emerald to 15.5.2017. Emerald is a global academic publisher of more than 300 journals in various fields, including in a series of Health and Social Care. Direct and remote access to can traditionally find at Portále elektronických zdrojů UK.
The Online portal LWW Health Library offers at one place the most requested books and video publishing of Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins, focused on theoretical and clinical medicine. The part of the portal are also images, real case studies and quizzes. The portal is used for teaching, learning and practice.

Available collection:
- Anatomical Sciences
- Basic Sciences
- Osteopathic Medicine
- Clerkship/Clinical Rotations

Why to try LWW Health Library:
- Priced content: trustworthy, the key reference guide of publisher Lippincott Williams & Wilkins in one place
- Regular content updates
- Intuitive search: full text and easy viewing using different filters
- Advanced Search: displays search results by name, chapter, topic or type of source
- Responsive web: easily you view the entire content of the portal on a computer, tablet or smartphone
- Multimedia content: access to videos, images, quizzes

Please try from 13. 4. do 13. 5. 2017, with direct access at http://lwwhealthlibrary.com/
As soon as will be arranged the remote access, you can find at PEZ v sekci Free-trials.

List of titles you can find at ZDE, you can also download the user manual for working with source uživatelskou příručku

English posters:
- Essential Clinical and Educational Content for Students During Their Clerkship/Clinical Rotations
- Anatomical Sciences, Basic Sciences and Osteopathic Medicine

STUDY AT UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA

Galilean School of Higher Education (University of Padova) - Call for foreign students

on behalf of the Galilean School of Higher Education of the University of Padova, we have the pleasure to inform you that a new Call for foreign students, wishing to be admitted at the Galilean School, has been published at the link http://www.unipd-scuolagalileiana.it/en/content/call-foreign-students

Candidates can apply on-line between 23 March and 22 May 2017.

We thank you in advance for taking this opportunity into consideration, and for forwarding the following information to people who might be interested.

The Galilean School of Higher Education (SGSS) will offer up to 4 places reserved to foreign students (residing outside Italy), willing to enroll in any Master Program offered by our University. As you might know, our University is structured around the 3+2 Bologna system, and the present call is for the +2 (Master, in Italian Laurea Magistrale, LM) biennial cycle. Any program is eligible, from humanities to sociology to sciences. What really matters is the high quality of the student, so we rely on your kind advice to spread the news among students or faculty you might consider interested.

The official announcement is available on the web site of the School: http://www.unipd-scuolagalileiana.it/en/
Applications must come between 23 March and 22 May 2017, in order to complete the selection by early June 2017. The selection will be based on records of previous University performance, recommendation letters and possibly an interview via skype. Applicants must hold a Bachelor degree (or obtain it before July 31, 2017) and not be older than 26 at the time of application.

The privileges of foreign Galilean students are really appealing, from free lodging and meals, to a contribution to buy books and one return air ticket for each academic year. The Galilean School reserves the right to provide a further
economic help up to 5.000,00 Euros for each student. Moreover, the students will enjoy dedicated courses and tutors.

Several curricular programs in our University are entirely taught in English; see [www.unipd.it/en/courses/courses-held-english/degree-courses-completely-held-english](http://www.unipd.it/en/courses/courses-held-english/degree-courses-completely-held-english) (the academic year 2017/2018 updates are in progress). May be there are foreign student who would like courses in Italian, e.g. for History or Latin and Greek or Italian literature. The School will provide a dedicate course for learning Italian, which is useful anyhow to live in Padova for two years, and advice for other languages. In conclusion, the School is ready to help with the language issues to the satisfaction of the student. **We require very good and motivated students scoring among the top 5% (no votes below 24/30, minimum average 27/30, both in curricular and internal exams during the Master program).** The students have to take both Master curricula at the University of Padova and internal courses at the Galilean School. Internal courses are offered in English.

After the Master biennial cycle, the University of Padova offers a good number of PhD Programs suitable for international students and aiming to the internationalisation of research and training in research.

**The Galilean School of Higher Education, Administrative Office**

galilean.school@unipd.it

[www.unipd-scuolagalileiana.it/en/](http://www.unipd-scuolagalileiana.it/en/)

**AWARDING OF PROF. MUDr. PETR WIDIMSKÝ**

On April 6, 2017 Charles University reminded the anniversary of 669 years since its founding. By the occasion of celebration this anniversary the Rector, Prof. Tomáš Zima award the prize of Miloslava Petruska for the presentation of Charles University and prize of Bedřich Hrozný for creative achievement. Significant scientific personalities of CU for the first time received the research support of Donati Universitatis Carolinae. This year was also for the first time awarded to support research Universitatis Carolinae Donati whose aim is to support major scientific personalities who contributed to professional prestige of CU. The laureates were chosen by an international jury.

Research support received for the 3rd Faculty of Medicine, Charles University **prof. MUDr. Petr Widimský, DrSc.**, who built Cardiocenter of 3rd FM CU and is the only Czech doctor entered the prestigious Thomson Reuters ranking among the most scientists of the world.

**Congratulations!**

AWARDING OF MUDr. JOSEF FONTANA AND DAVID MEGVINET

During the ceremonial meeting of the academic community on the occasion of the 669th anniversary of Charles University the Prize of Miloslava Petruska was awarded for presentation in year 2016 to the team of students of the University for their contribution to the organization of events commemorate of November 17th at Albertov. Among the eight winners of the student representatives of the Academic Senate of the University and student associations were two students of our faculty,

MUDr. Josef Fontana and David Megvinet

Congratulations to all the winners and wish them a lot of strength and success in future years.

Prof. Romana Šlamberová

We wish all our readers pleasant and cheerful Easter holiday, using traditions and proper welcome of spring time

Your editorial staff